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Executive Summary

The principle of Entrepreneurship subject is compulsory for students in semester 4. In this

assignment, each of the students is required to choose a product as their business and

compose social media portfolio through a Facebook page as the platform to run the online

marketing campaign. This is the pair project I made, Khairin Syaheeda Bt Ismail and my partner

Nursyamimi Bt Mohd. Nornafiah.

By utilizing Facebook for marketing, we have to provide the created Facebook page,

customize the URL Facebook page, teaser posting, copywriting on the hard sell and soft sell,

and support the posting with good graphics for online marketing.

We as students are also required to register in the go-eCommerce system to get access

to the online module by MDEC. Lecturers also have to register go-eCommerce portal to enable

the student to choose the name of the lecturer who taught when filling up the go-eCommerce.

Besides that, we also registered our business in SSM and MyENT.
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GO-ECOMMERCE REGISTRATION

Figure 1.1 Go-Ecommerce Personal Profile

Figure 1.2 Go-Ecommerce Institution Information



Figure 1.3 Go-Ecommerce Business Profile



Figure 1.4 MDEC e-certificate



Figure 1.5 Go-Ecommerce Personal Profile

Figure 1.6 Go-Ecommerce Institution Information



Figure 1.7 Go-Ecommerce Business Profile



MYENT CERTIFICATE





SSM REGISTRATION



4. INTRODUCTION OF BUSINESS

4.1 Name and address of the business

The company name Kromarainz Design & Arts is created based on the combination of

Kroma (Based on the Greek word Chroma which means color) and rainz (Based on the word

‘rain’ and also ‘rinse’ in pronunciation for the word ‘rainz’). While Design & Arts is to show the

product that we sell our handmade art & designs.

The purpose of choosing this name is to let our creative idea flow like a color that blends

and rinse each other into creative products that bring inspiration and also fun at the same time.

Using the combination of the two words becoming a name for the company makes it looks

unique and memorable. Our tagline is “Keep flowing our imagination into reality” because we

are faithfully making a design into art that brings our thoughts come true.

Kromarainz Design & Arts is located at                                   

                        

4.1.1 Business Name: KROMARAINZ DESIGN & ARTS.

Figure 1.2 Business Logo

4.1.2 Address of Business:

                                   

                 



4.2. Organizational Chart.

4.3 Mission / Vision

Every company has a unique mission and vision statement that guides how it

Operates under its desired outcomes. We can define the description of the mission as well as

explain the purpose of the company. While the vision statement shows the company’s

declaration of middle and long-term goals for what the company will look like in the future.

Because of this, we have made our mission and vision stated down below for long-term

business.

4.3.1 Mission.

KROMARAINZ DESIGN & ARTS aims to promote new designing and selling of our

unique illustration design specialized in Role-play Games (RPGs) themed.

4.3.2 Vision.

We aim to be the best designer in RPGs themed that fulfill your imagination.

4.4 Description of Products / Services

Kromarainz Design & Arts offers various unique Role-Play games (RPG) themed designs for

both characters and weapons for RPG lovers. With an affordable price of RM30 for each of both



presets and customized Pixelate character designs. RM25 for each both presets and

customized weapon design. The customers can buy it for themselves or their loved ones.

Kromarainz Design & Arts aim to sell assets that only focus on RPG-themed style because we

believe our products are marketable for RPG lovers despite their age, look unique and stylish,

and are suitable to use for adding to an indie game to make their game project or others. It is

also suitable for game designers who need to save time to create their game assets in their

game projects.

These unique designs would attract teenagers to use it as a wallpaper icon as their profile

picture or even a wallpaper on their phone. The customers can also buy our png pictures as

game assets and many more than we provide adding text service on the designs for them to

make them easy to contact them. Aside from that, we also provide a customizable design

package where the customer can ask us to design for them. The price range can be up to RM

50 to RM 60 where it will depending on the complexity of the design including the colours.

We divided our main products into two categories.

1. Character design in pixel style

2. Customized weapon design in classic medieval RPG style.

Figure 2.1 Image of Product (Character)



Figure 2.2 Image of Product (Weapon)

4.5 Price List

Kromarainz Design & Arts provides affordable unique pixel characters and weapons designs for

game designers and RPG lovers who like characters or weapons. We consider the minimal

budget for the game designer so we can provide with our services and material to come up with

the price list as stated below. The price listed below is not the final price for the customer to pay

for customized style payment.

Product Description Price

Pixel-style Character Design RM 30

Customized Weapon Design RM 25

Table 1.1 Product Price List



5. FACEBOOK (FB)
5.1 Creating Facebook (FB) Page

KROMARAINZ DESIGN & ARTS Facebook page was created on 31 December 2022.

5.2 Costuming URL Facebook (FB) page

FB Pages URL: https://www.facebook.com/Kromarainzdesignnartz

https://www.facebook.com/Kromarainzdesignnartz


5.2 Facebook (FB) post–Teaser



Teaser posts are often used to give a sneak peek on the company’s business

Products or services they provide. Kromarainz Design started posting teaser posts on the 25

January 2023. We included short but concise copywriting in the posts.



5.3 Facebook (FB) post–Copywriting (Hard sell)







5.4 Facebook (FB) post–Copywriting (Soft sell)













4. CONCLUSION

Overall, we are very thankful to be able on completing this Social Media Portfolio

for the subject Principles of Entrepreneurship code ENT530. As a student in this

subject, we can manage a product business and promote the business on Facebook as

the marketing platform.

Through this assignment, we created online marketing through a Facebook page

by using the marketing tools such as Facebook posting. The posting contains teasers,

hard sells, and soft sells posting. By doing this, it taught us to be more creative and

engage constantly with the customer via social media mainly Facebook.

During completing this assignment, We learned how to manage online marketing,

create good content for the marketing, engage with customers, and rising the number of

sales constantly to keep the business running well. All in all, we are very proud to have

this chance to use our ability and gain extra knowledge aside from our main core

subject which is creative game design.


